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THE BOTTOM LINE

T HE B OTTOM L INE
Citi Finance Buffalo Newsletter
“all the news that’s fit to print — and some other stuff...”
Buffalo Finance Leadership Team—

Mark Bell is a Managing Director within
the Financial Control group of Citi Finance and is Product Control Head for
North America.
In this capacity he leads a department
of approximately 300 professionals responsible for the financial control of Citi’s
Institutional Clients Group (ICG) covering
its
Markets and
Investm e n t
Banking
activities.
The Product Control team
works in
partnership with
the component
businesses

of ICG, various other control functions,
regulatory agencies and auditors.
He
regularly travels between Buffalo and New
York City to fulfill his duties as North
American Product Control Head.
In 1994, Mark joined the Equity Product
Control team of what was then Salomon
Brothers International Ltd. in London.
While working through a series of mergers, acquisitions and conversions that
resulted in the present day Citi, Mark held
various roles within Finance in London and
New York including Derivatives Product
Control management and Regulatory Capital supervision. Prior to joining Citi, Mark
worked at Amoco (UK) Exploration in a
variety of financial analyst and control
roles.
Mark holds a Bachelor’s degree in Accounting and Finance from Kingston Business School, London and has been an
associate member of the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants since
1996. He and his wife Jane live in Orchard
Park with their four children, Sam (15),
Abby (13), Toby (12), and Lila (6).

The Buddy Program

Committee Members:
Anusha Ahmad (Product Control)
Keith Fazekas (Balance Sheet Substantiation)
Diana Khitrik (Regulatory Solutions)
Kaitlin O’Connor (NAM Controllers)
Jennifer Uldrich (Citi Treasury)

Since moving to Buffalo in 2006, he has
become an ardent supporter of both the
Sabres and Bills, though he admits his
support has dwindled slightly after the
recent shortcomings of the Bills. He holds
season tickets for both teams and has
only missed three Bills home games in his
time in Buffalo. He spends a good portion
of his time outside of work transporting
his children to their hockey, baseball, and
skiing commitments.
When he’s not busy with the aforementioned hobbies, Mark enjoys shooting clay
pigeons and skeet and being outside with
his two dogs, Roma and Jed.

The Bottom Line Team

The Buddy Program is a sub-committee
of the Buffalo New Hire Committee that
ensures Finance new hires (”Junior Buddies”) are assigned an office “Senior Buddy,” a fellow Finance employee outside
his/her direct department who provides
advice and guidance on different aspects
of working for Citi Finance.

The Buddy also acts as a sounding
board offering encouragement as the new
employee acclimates to Citi’s culture.
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Citi Finance Buffalo Q4 Highlighted Accomplishments
Citi Treasury:

NAM Controllers:

The Buffalo Global Liquidity Oversight
and Analytics group, along with their colleagues in NYC (GLOA), created individual
stress scenarios to the long term Highly
Stressed Market Disruption (S2) liquidity
metric, in order to satisfy the parameters
of Reg YY. The two scenarios of an Idiosyncratic Event or Adverse Market Conditions present the loss of liquidity across
the overnight through 1 year planning
horizons. With no immediate technology
solution available and faced with tight
timelines to comply with the regulation,
the Buffalo GLOA team conceptualized and
implemented a model that leveraged current reporting infrastructure to cover the
majority of Citi’s global balance sheet. This
has enabled the team to stay on target
resulting in closing the CAP by the original
due date of November 30. The results are
included in the monthly Citigroup ALCO,
and presented quarterly to the Board.

Most of Finance has heard of AMC
(Account Master Central) in regards to looking up customer referential data, but not
everyone is aware that Citi’s account referential data is now available in AMC. On
November 23, 2015 a pilot group from NAM
began submitting Firm Account requests
through AMC. To date, 27 requests have
been successfully processed, resulting in
221 account creations or modifications. Over the course of Q1 2016, this
functionality will be rolled out to all Product
Control desks globally, supported by the
Buffalo Firm Account Control [FAC] team.

Finance Projects Group (FPG):
The Buffalo FPG team continued to work
alongside counterparts in NYC to deliver
technical enhancements and process improvements aligned with the overall Product Control goals as set forth by Frank
Marsigliano, Product Control Global Process Owner. These included updates for
S2, GTPL, Oasys Financial and other systems. In addition, the team continued to
work on global initiatives including GENESIS, Broadridge and Full Suite. Overall
FPG completed 44 enhancements across
all systems for the third quarter.

The firm account creation and modification
process has historically been a manual input
of information provided on spreadsheets
into eSales. The FAC team (Megan Frawley,
Ryan Feuerstein and Laura Weber) worked
with Global Product Control and OPS
(Eleanor Drew’s team) to create/provide the
input details and requirements that drove
the project. The FAC team was instrumental in providing the working knowledge and
controls on how this process should
work. This included both Citi Finance and
Volker requirements.
The team worked with technology to create the Business Requirement Document,
helped with the design of the online input
template, and established system validations and controls on fields to prevent misinformation. They also worked with Product
Control to complete all testing and responded to “go live” questions. Product Control
gave valuable input on requirements and
what they would need as users. The pro-

Andrea was instrumental in the release of
new filtering capabilities in S2 including
writing the Business Requirement Document, User Acceptance Testing tests , and
implementation, which resulted in enhanced functions allowing for faster and
more meaningful product line balance
sheet analysis. She took the initiative to
create the Balance Sheet Monthly newsletter publication updating stakeholders
on balance sheet processes and systemic
changes. Andrea managed a commentary standardization initiative to align
commentary formats across regions and

NAM Controllers team also completed a
migration of Pershing related activities
from two different areas in NYC. The
team successfully trained and moved
functions associated with sales credits,
weekly rebates, commissions, settlement
receivables, and other reporting activities
associated with the Pershing process. This resulted in a streamlining of
Pershing related responsibilities and expanded roles for the Buffalo Pershing
team. We would like to acknowledge the
efforts of Rachel Paler, Ning Qian, and
Eric Kleckler who spent numerous hours
on project calls, documenting processes,
and training.

Product Control:
In Q4, the Loans Product Control Group
and the Financial Projects Group teams
released into production a significant
enhancement to the Flexcube product
processor which automated the accounting logic for Held for Sale (HFS) and
Global Securitized Products Conduit
Loans. The enhancements eliminated
the need for manual adjustments to TGL,
Optima, GENESIS, and S2 thereby making the process much more efficient and
reducing operational risk. Great collaboration between the teams and a great
result!

Congratulations to the 2015
Praise Award winners:
Q1—Keith Fazekas, Regina Pollack, Jeff
Crocker

3Q Dazzle Award!
Andrea Lauzon was selected to receive a
3Q Dazzle award by John Gerspach and
his leadership team.

ject was done on time and was a true
team effort.

businesses which improved the quality of
the S2 brand. Additionally, Andrea coordinated with Mark Bell on the creation of the
current daily balance sheet process and
report, including high level average balance
sheet analysis and liabilities reporting. She
created new procedures documents and
revamped old ones for the centralized balance sheet function, making them MCA
compliant. Additionally, she is an active
member on a number of committees (New
Hire Onboarding committee; Finance Newsletter) to support the Citi Finance Buffalo
community and to respond to VoE concerns.

Congratulations Andrea!

Q2—Jennifer Rosenberry, Ashley Scapillato, Lauren Lamastra
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Heard on the Street
Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity
Ratio Requirements
The Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity
(TLAC) standards were released by the
Financial Stability Board on November 9,
2015. The new regulations require the 30
identified G-SIB’s (global systemically
important banks) to maintain a TLAC ratio
of 16% of their risk weighted assets
(RWA’s) by January 1, 2019, and then will
increase to 18% on January 1, 2022.
The goal of the TLAC requirements is
to make sure that G-SIB’s have the capacity to absorb any major losses. The banks
should be able to recapitalize appropriately such that they can maintain their
“critical functions,” there will be minimal
impact to the market, and that tax payer
or public funds will be not be required to
recoup the banks losses.
TLAC proves to be a costly requirement for the G-SIBs. To ensure compliance with the new standards, most banks
must issue more unsecured funding. Only
certain debt qualifies as TLAC eligible, so
each bank must align their balance sheets
to meet the described ratios:
External LTD Ratio - The Federal
Reserve released its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) on TLAC
Requirements on October 30, to which
all US G-SIB’s, including Citi, will be
subject. In addition to a minimum required level of External TLAC (similar
to the FSB Standards), the US NPR
proposed a new requirement for External Long Term Debt (LTD). US GSIB’s would be required to have an
amount of eligible External LTD equal
to 6% of RWA + their applicable US
Method 2 G-SIB surcharge. With a
Method 2 G-SIB surcharge of 3.5%,
this would mean that Citi’s legal requirement for External LTD is 9.5%
of RWA.
External TLAC Ratio - The US NPR
also specified TLAC requirements it
would impose on domestic GSIBs,
such as Citi. The proposal requires
that TLAC should be 18% of risk
weighted assets (RWA) + 2.5% Capital
Conservation Buffer + applicable US
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Method 1 G-SIB surcharge (2.0% for
Citi). For Citi, this equates to 22.5%
of RWA, compared to the 22-26%
range (including buffers) required by
the FSB. However, Citi expects that
the External LTD requirement, not the
TLAC requirement, will be its binding
constraint.
Now that the TLAC ratios are part of
the Pillar 1 Basel requirements, noncompliance with these regulations could
impede a bank’s ability to make voluntary
dispersals such as dividend or coupon
payments. TLAC will be formally implemented in 2019.

Journey from Sudan to
the United States
Mathon Noi (Specialized Accounting,
NAM Controllers) now lives a vastly different life from the one that he left behind in Sudan.
Mathon, along with his cousin, Sebastian Maroundit, were part of a group of
20,000 “Lost Boys of Sudan”.
This
group was so named shortly after 1983
when they escaped from a civil war in
Sudan. In the face of riots, massacres,
and general upheaval, the Sudanese
People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) was
formed to counter against the existing
Sudanese government. One of the strategies implemented by the Sudanese
government at that time was to attack
villages that were supplying the SPLA
with food. One of these villages in south
Sudan, Mayen-Abun, was home to Mathon and his family. When the alarm
was raised that the Sudanese government was coming, Mathon ran into the
forest with other villagers. This was the
start of his lengthy journey taking him
over 1,000 miles on foot to Ethiopia.
During his journey a village raid left Mathon badly wounded, but he managed to
escape with his life.
After reaching the refugee camp in
Ethiopia, Mathon was notified by the
United Nations Committee on Refugees
that the United States was going to allow him and many others to resettle in
the US. In 2001, Mathon came to the
United States and settled in Rochester,
NY. He endured several surgeries for

the wounds he received while fleeing
and stayed with a local family who
helped care for him during his recovery.
Mathon graduated from Niagara University with a degree in accounting and
came to work for Citi shortly after.
Upon the end of the civil war in Sudan
in 2005, Mathon and his cousin went
back to visit their village. Sebastian happened to see his brother studying under
a tree which was where school classes
were now held since all of the school
buildings were destroyed by the war.
Sebastian wanted more out of life for his
brother so he sent him to Kenya to
study. Soon other children, knowing
how Sebastian sent his brother to Kenya
to study, asked what could be done for
their education. This question led to the
creation of Building Minds in South Sudan by the two cousins.
This non-profit organization’s mission is
to build schools allowing children to receive an education every day and not to
worry about classes being cancelled due
to the weather.
Since the creation of Building Minds in
South Sudan in 2009, they have raised
over $385,000. The organization has also
built one school complex that educates
over 817 children including 360 girls.
Knowing the importance of educating
girls in Sudan, this January, Sebastian
will travel back home to break ground
for an all-girl private school for grades 1
thru 8.
To follow up on the progress of this
initiative you can visit Bmiss.org.
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Social Responsibility
United Way
Did you know that you don’t have to
wait until next August to help the United
Way on a project? You can call them up
just about any time and tell them how
many people you would like to volunteer
and your time frame (dates, number of
hours and people.)
The NAM Controllers team recently made
the call and was able to find a project for
the West Side Ministries (WSM). WSM was
established in 2002 to provide renovated
housing at an affordable cost to first-time
or low-income homebuyers.
The TTS/SFS team
of 14 people
was involved in helping with a renovation
project by cleaning a basement and an
attic of one of the neighborhood houses in
order to provide a clean affordable living
space for students at local colleges and
universities. The 4 hour team-building
exercise was greatly appreciated by WSM.
The Finance participants enjoyed the
opportunity to work together on an external project where they could see how they
made a direct difference in the community.

Moot Center

Buffalo City Mission

Located in the heart of the Buffalo Fruit
Belt Community, the Moot Center offers
many opportunities to strengthen the lives
of seniors, adults, and youth residing in
the area. Four members of Finance participated in the Citi sponsored event of
serving 700 Thanksgiving meals on Thursday, November 19. This is an 18 year
tradition for Citi employees.

On Thanksgiving day, at least five Finance staff participated in the “Turkey
Express 2015” organized by Buffalo City
Mission. Each team (a driver and helper)
was responsible for delivering the hearty
turkey meals to the community households (including housing project residents,
the elderly, and persons with disabilities)
in the City of Buffalo and its suburb townships. From very early in the morning to
early afternoon, a total of 5,500 meals
were delivered by over 250 volunteer
teams. The unseasonably warm weather
made the delivery a successful one.

If you are looking for a way to give
back next year, watch the Buffalo home
page for information, which is usually
posted around the middle of October.
Tom Fodor has coordinated this event for
the site over the last several years and is
a resource if you want to get more involved.

Contacts
Buffalo City Mission
Jenise Dixon / George Fu
730-6433

/ 730-6405

For the “Hambone 2015” (held during
the Christmas season), we estimate there
will be the same number of Finance staff
participating in various volunteer tasks,
such as receptionist (order taking), gift
wrapping, or hambone delivery. We look
forward to expanding the sponsorship and
volunteer works to the Buffalo City Mission in 2016. You are cordially invited.
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Welcome: Buffalo’s New Hires!
Balance Sheet Substantiation

Product Control

Anderson Chan – Officer
Allen Burger – Officer
Eric Glosser – Officer
Nicholas Cusenz — Officer
Josh Iorizzo — Officer

Charles Kramer – Officer
Rigan Austin – Officer

Citi Treasury
Eric Baur – Officer
Ryan Winegarden – Officer

NAM Franchise Controllers
Chris Perkins – Officer
Johnathan Klein – Officer

Private Bank Controllers
Ranuk Shah – Officer
Justin McNess — Officer

Controllers Treasury

Jieping Luo – Officer
Joshua Burgio — Officer

Progress Awards
Citi’s CEO, Mike Corbat, said that “The
Progress Awards celebrate and recognize
Citi employees who exemplify our mission
of enabling progress.” Several groups
worldwide showed true progress with
their submissions in three areas: Client
Advocate, Execution Champion, and Innovation Catalyst.
The Client Advocate winner at Citiphone
India aimed for a reduction in the volume
of calls via STP opportunities, call elimination, a change in how CitiPhone communicates with customers, and general
technology changes.
The Innovation
Catalyst winner in Citi Commercial Bank
came up with a way to use digital means
to manage relationships, streamline sales
preparation, client interactions, and clearly track performance for relationship managers and bankers.
The Wild Card winner (the entry with
the most “Likes” during the voting phase)
was based out of EMEA and was geared
towards giving people “thinking space” to
increase daily effectiveness. This entry
provides innovative solutions that automated manual data gathering tasks and
allows people to move their focus onto
more complex and challenging duties, so
that they can unleash their potential.
The Balance Sheet Substantiation (BSS)
team in Buffalo truly embodies the progress of the global group’s Execution
Champion category winning submission of

Reducing Risk via Global Transformation
of Balance Sheet Reconciliations. The
idea of consolidation from BSS Global
Process owner, Carol Williams, grew to
what Balance Sheet Substantiation is to-

day. Led by Molly Spiller, this project took
on the grand task of consolidating the
many thousands of balance sheet reconciliations from over 3,400 employees in 93
countries and 356 cities. By September of
this year, over 80% of these reconciliations are now performed by 700 substantiators at 11 strategic locations, including
the BSS hub here in Buffalo.
By the end of 2015 70% of reconciliations will have been automated. Balance
Sheet Substantiation is providing central
governance and accountability for these
balance sheet reconciliations, increasing
process transparency, mitigating risks and

creating an overall improvement to the
health of Citi’s balance sheet.
On November 16, the Balance Sheet Substantiation team and the other award winners had the chance to present their Progress Awards submissions to Mike Corbat
and the rest of Brand Council. This was
the final phase of the 2015 Progress
Awards, where BSS competed against the
Innovation Catalyst winner, the Client Advocate winner, and the Wild Card winner.
Congratulations BSS team on winning the
Execution Champion category!
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Help Buffalo Finance With Your Referrals!
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http://jobs.citi.com/buffalo/finance-jobs

Don’t forget about Citi’s Employee Referral Award program…!

Trivia questions
1) What was Rudolph’s girlfriend’s name?

PDP Program Update:

2) From Jeff Walsh’s Dec 1 Town Hall -what are Citi’s four Priority 1 Products ?
3) Name 2 of the four Priority 2 Products.
4) Which Progress Award did the BSS team receive?

BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR THE NEXT
PDP PROGRAM APPLICATION!

5) Name 2 of the 2016 priorities for Finance.
6)

In the Finance Transformation presentation on 12/2 what was the percent of reduction of adjustments in 2015 attributed to GENESIS ?

7)

Why was the toy train in the Land of the Misfits ?

8)

How many fire extinguishers are located on the 3rd floor of 580 Cross Point?

Link to town halls: http://www.citigroup.net/finance/townhall/?id=Controller

(Prizes will be given to the first 4 people with the correct answers. Please send the
answers to Julie Porter and Dyan Poyfair.)

It should be available later in January.

